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Summary

Algorithms that infer human preferences from the
human policy usually assume that the policy π̇ is
(noisily) rational. Since humans are systemati-
cally irrational, this can lead to catastrophically
wrong inferences. Can we ever hope to learn hu-
man preferences on tasks that aren’t trivial for
humans? The only available answer is to learn the
human rationality model (planner) ṗ and jointly
infer their reward function Ṙ.
First, a No-Free-Lunch (NFL) result shows that
this is impossible without assumptions about hu-
man rationality or reward. NFL results are usu-
ally solved by Occam’s razor priors. Second, this
strategy unexpectedly fails because some nonsen-
sical interpretation of human rationality and re-
ward are very simple.
We will need to investigate which additional as-
sumptions humans, who are also subject to this
problem, are making.

Notation

Let Π be the set of (deterministic) policies.
Define R = {R : S × A → [−1, 1]}, the reward
functions, P = {p : R → Π} the planners.

Definition

The pair (p,R) is compatible with π̇ iff p(R) = π̇.

If p(R) = π̇ and the human follows π̇, (p,R) predicts
the human’s actions perfectly. One can’t update
away from (p,R) by observation, so we need priors.

Theorem

For all R, and all p with π̇ ∈ Im(p), there exists
p′ and R′ with p′(R) = p(R′) = π̇. Regret from
choosing the wrong (p,R) can be very large [1].

Degenerate pairs and rewards

We construct 3 pairs (p,R) that are clearly undesir-
able, but valid decompositions of the human policy,
i.e. p(R) = π̇. Then we show these are programs
with almost minimal description length.
Define −p: −p(R) = p(−R). Note that (p,R) →
(−p,−R) is a simple map and −p(−R) = p(R).
Thus if (ṗ, Ṙ) is compatible, so is (−ṗ,−Ṙ).

For π̇, define pπ̇, pg (the greedy planner), and Rπ̇:
∀R, s : pπ̇(R)(s) = π̇(s)

pg(R)(s) = argmaxaR(s, a)
∀a, s : Rπ̇(s, a) = 1(π̇(s) = a)

Note that (pπ̇, 0), (pg, Rπ̇), and (−pg,−Rπ̇) are com-
patible with π̇. Let (ps, Rs) be the simplest pair
compatible with π̇.

Then the following maps are simple
programs in any reasonable language L:

(pπ̇, 0)

(ps, Rs) ps(Rs) = π̇ (pg, Rπ̇)

(−pg,−Rπ̇)

Complexity of human rationality

Assume (ṗ, Ṙ) fits with human judgement about hu-
man rationality and reward. The following imply it
is of higher complexity than π̇:

1 Any reasonable (ṗ, Ṙ) is of high complexity,
higher than it may intuitively seem to us [2, 3].

Simplicity of degenerate planner-rewards and negative rewards

For reasonable languages L, there are degenerate rationality-reward pairs (p,R) of minimal Kolmogorov

complexity KL among those compatible with the human policy π̇.

KL



(pπ̇, 0)
(pg, Rπ̇)

(−pg,−Rπ̇)



≈ min
(p,R): p(R)=π̇

KL(p,R) ≈ KL(π̇).

Any reasonable human planner-reward pair (ṗ, Ṙ) is of non-negligible higher complexity than these.

KL(ṗ, Ṙ) >> KL



(pπ̇, 0)
(pg, Rπ̇)

(−pg,−Rπ̇)



.

Also, there is a planner p′ = −ṗ such that the complexity of the opposite reward −Ṙ is comparable.

KL(ṗ, Ṙ) ≈ KL(−ṗ,−Ṙ).
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2 Even given π̇, any reasonable (ṗ, Ṙ) involves a
high number of contingent choices:

iDistinct cultures have distinct rationality judgements [4].
iiDifferent individuals have distinct rationality
judgements [5].

iiiThe same individual has different judgements at
different times [5].

ivThe judgement of an individual can be changed or
manipulated [6].

3 Hence any given (ṗ, Ṙ) has extra information
(and thus extra complexity), even given π̇. Points
iii and iv prevent ‘simply’ using the human’s own
judgement of their rationality.

4 Past and present failures to find a simple (ṗ, Ṙ)
derived from π̇ are evidence that this is tricky.

Conclusion

The simplest high-likelihood hypotheses about re-
ward and planner are degenerate. How do humans
themselves deal with this problem? They necessar-
ily use some shared priors, that have never been in-
formed by observation. Too strong assumptions can
lead to catastrophic false inferences so we need to
find minimal sufficient ones.
One potential approach is to look at the ‘variables’
and models within the human thought process, see
Appendix C of the paper.
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